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Abstract: Support Vector Machines (SVM) with linear or nonlinear kernels has become one of the most promising learning algorithms for
classification as well as for regression. All the multilayer perceptron (MLP),Radial Basic Function(RBF) and Learning Polynomials are also
worked efficiently with SVM. SVM is basically derived from statistical Learning Theory and it is very powerful statistical tool. The basic
principal for the SVM is structural risk minimization and closely related to regularization theory. SVM is a group of supervised learning
techniques or methods, which is used to do for classification or regression. In this paper discussed the importance of Support Vector Machines in
various areas. This paper discussing the efficiency of SVM with the combination of other classification techniques.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Data mining involves the use of sophisticated data
analysis tools to discover previously unknown, valid
patterns and relationships in large data set. These tools can
include statistical models, mathematical algorithm and
machine learning methods. Consequently, data mining
consists of more than collection and managing data, it also
includes analysis and prediction. Classification technique is
capable of processing a wider variety of data than regression
and is growing in popularity. There are several applications
for Machine Learning (ML), the most significant of which is
data mining. People are often prone to making mistakes
during analyses or, possibly, when trying to establish
relationships between multiple features. This makes it
difficult for them to find solutions to certain problems.
Machine learning can often be successfully applied to these
problems, improving the efficiency of systems and the
designs of machines. Numerous ML applications involve
tasks that can be set up as supervised. SVM have been used
to classify data in various domains like land cover
classification, species distribution, medical binary
classification, fault diagnosis, character classification,
speech recognition, radar signal processing, habitat
prediction etc... In the present paper, we have concentrated
on the SVM technique. In particular, this work is concerned
with classification problems using SVM and the
combination of SVM with other classification techniques.
Support Vector Machines is presented in below section.
Section 3 described SVM with remote sensing area. In
pattern recognition and prediction the efficiency of SVM

discussed in section 4 and 5. Detailed analysis of SVM with
other methods described in section6. Table –I shows that the
SVM work in different classification techniques in various
fields. Finally, the last section concludes this work.
II. OVERVIEW OF SVM
SVM is used to construct a hyper-plane from a set
of data vectors whose class labels are known in advance
which can be used to classify data vectors and also to assign
class labels to unlabelled data. Data sets are mapped onto a
dot product space via a linear kernel function that is of the
form: K(xi,xj)={f(xi),f(xj)}. Later, the decision function is
stated in terms of kernel function as mentioned in equation
(1):

C is a user-defined aspect which maintains the balance
between the number of non-separable points and the
machine complexity and Sv denotes the number of support
vectors used for which 0≤ ≤C while is Lagrange multipliers.
Bias c is a scalar which is computed by using any support
vector.Then, the optimal hyper-plane corresponds to f(x)=0.
Test data are classified as mentioned in equation (2):
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Once the separating hyper-plane is defined we can use the
same for assigning class labels to unlabelled data sets.
Initially the feature vectors and the labels are observed for
each sample item in the data set. The classifier aims at
finding a function f :x→{±1} which assigns a class label y
to an unlabelled sample data item x[7].
Thus, the separation learned from the limited training data
set can be applied later to validate against the testing data
and later to assign class labels to an unlabelled data set. The
training set comprising of instance label pairs is pointed out
in equation (3).

Where and {-1, +1} and SVM needs solution of the
optimization issue which is to maximize the margin between
contrasting data items and is denoted by

Here training vector is mapped to infinite dimensional
space, then SVM finds the linear separating hyper-plane
with the maximal margin in the higher dimensional space
where C>0
III. SVM IN THE AREA OF REMOTE SENSING
In agricultural resource monitoring, the crop
mapping is one major component and it uses remote
sensing. At object level in irrigated landscapes, crop
classification is done by SVM. The total 71 multi seasonal
spectral and geo statistical features computed from
RapidEye time series as a Input to the Classification. SVM
is a well-established machine learning technique that has not
only given promising accuracies in crop classification, but
also was shown to give soft outputs that can be interpreted
as a measure of uncertainty in classification. Unlike the
other algorithms the soft output from SVM in the context of
land use mapping has not attained much attention yet. On
the small training data sets the SVM can perform efficient
classification. In remote sensing applications SVM were
shown to perform more accurately than other classifiers in
land cover and crop classification.

Fish images were acquired and sent by smart
phone, and the method utilized was comprised of the Color
and texture sub images of fish skin were obtained from
original images. Color features, statistical texture features
and wavelet-based texture features of the color and texture
sub images were extracted, and six groups of feature vectors
were composed.
Classifications of different water levels facilitate in
preserving water reserves and maintain the equilibrium in
the ecosystem. A powerful statistical tool called support
vector machines is used to classify the said drainage water
remote sensed spatial data sets. To boost the performance of
support vector machines classifier a new generic algorithm
based on parametric distribution model will be proposed.
Later several evaluation metrics like kappa statistics are
used to compare the results of the proposed algorithm with
multi-layer perceptron neural networks and naive bayes
classifiers.
IV. SVM IN THE AREA OF PATTERN RECOGITION
On the basis of analysis of the pattern recognition
theory and traditional classification method of birds, we
mainly study on the extraction and selection of images
feature, through extracting the birds’ pictures feature and
making some mathematical transformation analysis, we
select the most representative classification feature of birds’
species. By introducing the image analysis and processing of
birds into the research of birds’ recognition and
classification, this aims to explore the establishment of
birds’ automatic classification mechanism which is based on
color images. A careful study of support vector machines
(SVM) principle and kinds of multiply classification
methods are used. A kind of multiply classification system
of SVM decision tree with priori information is used for
pattern recognition. Finally, through selecting the birds
characteristics trained, and selecting the test set to do
experiment by this SVM classification, a better recognized
result can be gotten.
V. SVM IN THE AREA OF PREDICTION
Classification is a data mining technique that is
used to construct a model and allocate class labels to data
instances. It is also used to predict class labels for unlabelled
data. In recent years, Classification and prediction of rainfall
has gained a lot of significance due to frequent recurrence of
hurricanes and floods in the recent past. There is a large
amount of data that has been accumulated pertaining to
rainfall over a period of time. This huge voluminous data is
tossing challenges to the research community in terms of
processing and active analysis. Current methods and
algorithms are insufficient to do effective analysis. Hence
advanced data mining techniques like machine learning
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algorithms and their hybridization techniques are suitable
for processing and effective analysis.
The Researchers discussed different classification
technique; Linear Kernel based Support Vector Machines
for classifying spatial data. Performance Analysis of these
algorithms based on various parameters is carried out and it
is found that performance of SVM based classification is
very good for the variety of datasets used. A novel approach
to classify remote sensed data using a Hybrid SVM
classifier is very efficient. Support Vector machines and
Neural Network methodologies are used to construct the
hybrid classifier for effective spatial data analysis. The
proposed hybrid method when applied to classify the rainfall
data in a any region and it is found that it gives better results
when compared to traditional neural network and support
vector machine classification methods used individually
without any compromise in classification accuracy.

the SVM is investigated by employing two measures of
uncertainty, the maximum a posteriori probability and the
alpha quadratic entorpy.
In [23], the researchers remote diagnose of fish
diseases for farmers is unrealized in China, but use of
mobile phones and remote analysis based on image
processing can be feasible due to the widespread use of
mobile phones with camera features in rural areas. This
paper presents a novel method of classifying species of fish
based on color and texture features and using a multi-class
support vector machine (MSVM). Fish images were
acquired and sent by smart phone, and the method utilized
was comprised of the following stages. Color and texture
sub images of fish skin were obtained from original images.
Color features, statistical texture features and wavelet-based
texture features of the color and texture sub images were
extracted, and six groups of feature vectors were composed.

VI. LITERATURE SURVEY AND ANALYSIS OF
SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINES
There have been many researchers who
have attempted SVM for classification. These classification
metods were combined with SVM and they gained more
accurate results. The Hybrid SVM will gives the efficient
results while compared with the single SVM. The works in
[1],[2],[3],[4],[5],[6] have designed SVM for remote sensed
data. The works in [7],[8],[9],[10],[11],[12],[13],[14], have
focused on Pattern recognition techniques, whereas the
works in [18],[19],[20],[21] have focused on Binary Tree
SVM.
F.Low and U.Michel [22] study Support Vector
Machines (SVM) are used for crop classification in irrigated
landscapes at the object-level. Input to the classifications is
71 multi seasonal spectral and geostatistical features
computed from RapidEye time series. The random forest
(RF) feature importance score was used to select a subset of
features that achieved optimal accuracies. The relationship
between the hard result accuracy and the soft output from

In [24], authors applied SVM which is a very
powerful statistical tool compared with K-nearest Neighbor
classifier based on some parameters. The research
establishes that the SVM approach of classification is more
efficient as compared to KNN because SVM provides
higher values. In [25], authors applied Euclidean SVM
approach for oil and gas pipeline failure prediction system
using long range uiltrasonic transducers.
Baoping Tang and Tao Song[26], discussed a novel
fault diagnosis method, manifold learning combined with
the shanon wavelet vector machine, which was proposed for
wind turbine transmission systems. It has taken the
advantage of manifold learning algorithm with good
performance in non linear dimensionaity reduction and
SWSVM.
Table I presents categorization of different
approaches of SVM with other classification methods. The
categorization is based on the different fields and various
areas which it can be applied to find the efficiency of SVM.

TABLE I. ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENT APPROACHES OF SVM WITH OTHER METHODS
Researcher

Region

Technique Used with SVM

Field

Applied on

Remote sensing

Crop Classification

Image Processing

Fish Species by color,
Texture

(Global/L
ocal)
F.Low,U.Michel and
S.Dech

Global

RapidEye Timeseries

Jing Hu,Daoliang Li
and YueqiHan

Global

Multi Class SVM
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Xiaowei Yang and
Qiaozhen Yu

Global

Binary Tree SVM

Yang Shao and Ross
Slunetter

Global

MODIS Time Series Data

Pattern Recognition
and Machine Learning

Multi Class
Classification

Image Processing

Land Cover
Characterization

Image Processing

Fish Species

(MODerate resolution
Imaging Spectro radiometer)
Tarun Rao and
N.Rajasekhar

Global

Linear Kernel

(India)
Hong Ji Li,Han Lin and
Weibin Chen

Global

(Remote sensed Data)
SVM Decision Tree

Digital Graphic
Recognition

Bird Species

Dynamic Kernel based SVM

Speech Recognition

Length patterns of long
duration speach

Kappa Statistics

Drainage water level
Spatial data

Drainage water level
Classification

(China)
AD Deleep and
C.Chandrasekhar

Global
(India)

T.Rajanikanth and
T.Rao

Global
(India)

Lam Hon Lee,Raj
Prasad and Dino Isa

Global

Ultrasonic transducers and
Euclidean SVM

Non Destructive
Testing(NDTs)
method based on Long
Range Ultrasonic
Transducers(LRUTs)

Oil and Gas pipeline
failure prediction System

Xinjun Peng and Dong
Xu

Global

TPMSVM

Structural Granularity

Binary Classification

E-Tongue

Ensemble Learning

Image processing and
Classification

Small grain weed species

Twin Parametric Margin SVM
MiaoLiu and DuoLi

Global
(China)

Random forecast (RF) and
Classification And Regression
Tree (CART)

Till Rumpf and Martin
Weis

Global

Sequential SVM

Hassiba Nemmous and
Youcef Chibani

Global

Multiple SVM

Image processing

Land cover change
Detection

Daniel J. Sebald and
James A. Bucklew

Global

Inter Symbol

Nonlinear
Equalization

addressing
nonlinearities in
communication
channels

Interference (ISI)

exhibiting ISI
Global

The smoothing

large-scale
complementarily
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Tie Ni a and Jun
(China)
Karush-Kuhn-Tucker
Newton algorithm
problems and
Zhai b
(KKT) systems
optimization problems
Tiemen Strobbea,
Francis wyffelsb and
Ruben Verstraetena

Global

one-class support vector
machines (SVMs) with

architectural designs
belonging

(China)

architectural style or
corpus

graph kernels
M. Malvoni, M.G.
De Giorgi and P.M.
Congedo

Engin Esme and
Bekir Karlik

Local
(India)

Local

a particular

the principal component
analysis (PCA) ,Least
Squares Support Vector
Machines (LS-SVM)

Photovoltaic
forecast based on
hybrid PCA-LS
SVM using
dimensionality
reducted data

Photovoltaic forecast

Unsupervised fuzzy
clustering c-mean (FCM)

To recognize
patterns of perfume

Clustering

(India)

The objective of the present work is to find the efficient
usage of SVM in different fields and also explained the
benefits of combination of hybrid SVMs. With this survey
we finalized that SVM is good for classification.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this Paper the survey yields that the Performance of SVM
based classification is very good for the variety of datasets
used. A hybrid approaches to classify data using a SVM
classifier is very efficient. Support Vector machines was
combined with all the other classification techniques in
different fields like pattern recognition, Image processing,
digital graphical recognition, Euclidean SVM leads the
powerful results. In this paper the SVM produce effective
and efficient results with the combination of remaining
classification methods.
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